
Vibrates window panes with
vibroacoustic noise and
provides protection from laser
microphones.

Generates acoustic noise 

to protect against

eavesdropping by stethoscope

through the wall.

The vibroacustic generator has
the ability to connect
vibroacoustic noise generators
in two independent channels.

The vibroacustic generator 
is discreet and does not
interfere important meetings
with business partners

ANG-2
VIBROACOUSTIC GENERATOR
A discreet speech protector equipped with a vibroacoustic

noise generator protects offices and meeting rooms from

remote eavesdropping. The acoustic noise function protects

against eavesdropping through walls. Additionally, you can

connect the generators into two independent channels and

control each channel separately. 

We recommend the ANG-2 model as auxiliary protection against

remote and through-the-wall eavesdropping. For complex

protection of sensitive information, use in combination with 

the EO-1M Speech Protector and Signal Jammer or EO-1

Omnidirectional Speech Protector. For discreet protection of your

business premises, we offer the EO-3 MAX and EO-3 PRO

speaker-style speech protectors.

Protects against
eavesdropping from 
a distance.

The jammer will overwhelm
the microphones 
and eavesdropping
equipment.

Guarantees a safe 
and discreet meeting.

Allows you to connect
speakers for acoustic
protection against hidden
listening devices in cei l ings,
vents, and other spaces.

https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-signal-jammer-eo-1m
https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-eo-1
https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-eo-3-max
https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-eo-3-pro
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Output level
setting range

42 dB 

Noise interference
spectrum

400 Hz - 6,2 kHz 

Power supply

220 V 

Power

2x 8 W 

ANG-2

Reliable Protection Against Remote
Eavesdropping
Minimize the risk of data leakage with the ANG-2 speech protector.
Many competitive solutions generate only white noise. However, our
speech protector contains 15 vibroacoustic noise generators that, after
being installed on a window, vibrate the window panes and prevent
eavesdropping by laser microphones. If necessary, a significantly
larger number of these generators can be connected to the speech
protector. In addition, they can be connected in two channels for
independent control.

Instructions For Use
We suggest having the product installed and wired by an expert
electrician. Noise generators should be placed on windows or frames
and then connected to the speech protector. It may be necessary 
to conceal the cabling in rails, and therefore to glue, solder or connect
the cables in another way, depending on the office layout.

Parameters

The number 
of independent

channels

Minimum load

4 Ohms 

The speech protector can be connected to additional speakers 
to generate acoustic noise to keep you safe from being eavesdropped
on by stethoscope microphone. This unique combination of noises
ensures that sensitive data is not leaked from your meetings.

ANG-5W vibroacoustic generator can be easily placed directly 
on window panels.

ANG-5T vibroacoustic generator is easily placed between window
frames, in suspended ceilings, or in air conditioning ducts.

Acoustic noise generators should be placed on windows or frames
and connected to the speech protector. The ANG-2 vibroacoustic
generator is then plugged into a power outlet and the noise generator
is switched on by pressing a button. There are two rotary buttons on
the front side of the device which are used to control the individual
channels.

You can also purchase and connect additional speakers to the speech
protector to transfer acoustic noise. The noise generation is then
switched on with the remote control, which is connected to the device
by a discreet wire. When the acoustic noise is switched on, a blue LED
indicator lights up.

If you wish to have the vibroacoustic noise generators installed by us
and to purchase additional speakers for acoustic protection, please
contact us. We will be happy to design a tailor-made solution to meet
your particular requirements and provide reliable protection for your
business premises.

What is in the box
1x ANG-2 Vibroacoustic Generator.

Please note: Power cables for the vibroacoustic generators and 
in-ceiling speakers are not included.   

1x Adapter for power supply of ANG-2 unit.

15x additional vibroacoustic noise generators for windows.

The number of piezo
emitters for window
openings connected

to one channel

24

Number of acoustic
radiators, connected

to one channel

8

If you are looking for a wireless window and ceiling remote speech
protector, we offer two different models:

https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-ang-5w
https://eshop.eo-security.com/p/speech-protector-ang-5t
https://eshop.eo-security.cz/kontakty
https://eshop.eo-security.cz/kontakty
https://eshop.eo-security.cz/kontakty
https://eshop.eo-security.cz/kontakty


Do not use the device in areas with extreme temperatures. 
We recommend using it in an environment with temperature
between 0° and 45°. Do not install the device near heat sources.

Avoid contact with parts that conduct electricity. Please, do 
not remove the cover or casing of the device in any way 
to avoid the risk of electric shock. 

In case there is a ventilation opening on the device, make sure 
it does not get blocked.

Use only accessories that were specified and supplied 
by the manufacturer.

Make sure to not place the device on top of other electronic
devices or place electronic equipment on top of the supplied
device. 

Do not place the device close to your ears. It emits high
frequency sounds that may damage your hearing. Prolonged
use of the device at high volume may cause hearing damage.
Use the device only when necessary and at the appropriate
volume.
Do not tamper with the power cord in any way. If the power
cord is mechanically damaged, stop using the device
immediately. Mechanically damaged cables, ruptured insulation
or frayed cables pose a risk of electric shock and also risk 
of fire.
If necessary, have the equipment serviced by qualified
personnel and do not attempt to repair the device yourself.

Be wary of open flame – the equipment is made of flammable
materials. Never bring it close to an open fire.

The electrical plug must remain easily accessible in case 
of an emergency shutdown. Do not overload the sockets 
with the plugged device.

+420 774 429 006
sales@eo-security.com

Learn more:

For the best possible protection, we recommend using the acoustic
noise function which allows you to record your own voice in your own
language and overlap your conversation with it. The recorded voice is
then randomly generated to create a sound barrier against
eavesdropping via a stethoscope and laser microphones. Additionally,
it protects against the most cutting-edge forensic cleaning
technologies.

Although the device does not guarantee a 100% jamming
effectiveness, it greatly outperforms competing solutions. 
Due to its configuration, it can guarantee high effectiveness when
used against microphones on devices such as dictaphones, wiretaps
and seismic microphones, computer microphones, headsets, cameras
and mobile phones.

Safety information

Avoid contact with water and areas of high humidity at all times.
The device should not be exposed to dripping and/or splashing
water. When cleaning the device use dry materials only. Make
sure to protect the equipment from rain. 

Make sure that the supply voltage corresponds to the voltage
specified in the documentation.

Important

Please comply with the following safety precautions:

When using the ultrasonic noise generator to overwhelm 
all microphones in the vicinity, certain limitations may arise due 
to the laws of physics. Some of the microphone designs may be more
susceptible to be jammed than others. Therefore, the effectiveness
may be different for each of the designs. The maximum effective
range of the generator can therefore also vary by up to several times
depending on the type of the microphone. Additionally, the generated
ultrasonic noise can bounce off different surfaces and is unable 
to penetrate most materials to any greater depth. It is recommended
to use a sufficient number of devices and then position them
appropriately in the room to ensure the best possible protection 
of privacy during meetings.


